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OUR LOWEST PRICES OF THE YEAR

30" Front Control Electric Range
The EvenTemp® cooktop element delivers 
consistent results every time, because it reduces 
hot and cold spots in your pan. Plus, enjoy easier 
cleanup with our Steam Clean cycle that provides 
a quick 30-minute oven cleaning that's chemical-
free, odor-free and fast. FCFE306CAW

20.0 Cu. Ft. Top Freezer Refrigerator
The Frigidaire 20 cubic foot top freezer refrigerator 
fits in the same sized cutout as a traditional 
18 cu. ft. model. This refrigerator features the 
EvenTemp™ Cooling System, precise temperature 
control which keeps food at one ideal 
temperature. FFTR2045VW

24" Built-In Dishwasher
This dishwahser offers triple the cleaning power 
giving your dishes a more effective clean with 
our three spray arms that achieve better water 
coverage. Plus, enjoy an enhanced dry with 
MaxDry™, which delivers better results reducing 
the need for towel drying. FDPC4314AW

1.8 Cu. Ft. Over-The-Range Microwave
Makes meal time easier with Convenient 
Quick Start cooking options that help you put 
delicious meals on the table in minutes. Also 
features interior and exterior bright LED lighting. 
FMOS1846BW

$479
$999

$399

$1099



30" Front Control Induction Range 
with Total Convection 

Features our most powerful and advanced 
convection system, with over 15 cooking 

modes like No Preheat,  Air Fry, Slow Cook, 
Steam Bake and more!  No cooktop is easier 

to clean than induction, since induction 
heats the pan and not the cooktop around it. 

GCFI306CB

30" Under Cabinet Range Hood 
The Frigidaire 30" under cabinet range hood 

has powerful air flow at 3 different speeds 
quietly moves up to 400 cu. ft. of air per 

minute. FHWC3050RS

30" Front Control Electric Range 
with Total Convection 

Features our most powerful and advanced 
convection system, with over 15 cooking 

modes like No Preheat, Air Fry, Slow Cook 
and more!  The flexible five element cooktop 

includes a powerful 3,200 Watt  
Even Temp™ element. GCFE306CBF

30" Glass Canopy Wall-Mount 
Hood 

The Frigidaire 30" glass canopy island hood 
moves up to 400 cu. ft. of air per minute.  

Glass and stainless steel construction is as 
attractive as it is functional. FHWC3060LS

30" Front Control Induction Range 
with Convection Bake 

Convection Bake allows you to achieve 
consistent baking results, faster. Plus no 
cooktop is easier to clean than induction, 
since induction heats the pan and not the 

cooktop around it,  spills wipe up more easily. 
FCFI308CAS

1.9 Cu. Ft. Over-the Range 
Microwave with Convection 

This Microwave delivers great tasting results 
with Convection Baking technology, which 

offers the performance of an oven and 
the convenience of a microwave. Features 
our fingerprint resistant, Smudge-Proof® 

Stainless Steel finish. GMOS196CAF

30" Front Control Electric Range 
EvenTemp® cooktop element delivers 

consistent results every time, because it 
reduces hot and cold spots in your pan. Plus, 

enjoy easier cleanup with our Steam Clean 
cycle that provides a quick 30-minute oven 
cleaning that's chemical-free, odor-free and 

fast. FCFE306CAS

1.8 Cu. Ft. Over-The-Range 
Microwave 

Sensor Cook Technology automatically 
detects food and adjusts power levels and 

cooking times giving you great-tasting 
results. Meal preparation and cooking is made 

simple with LED lighting that offers a clear, 
bright view of your cooktop. FMOW1852AS

$1199

$449

$1599

$749

$1599

$799

$2199

$899

LIVING FOR  LIVING FOR  
THE BETTERTHE BETTER



17.6 Cu. Ft. Counter-Depth 
French Door Refrigerator 
Find a place for all your favorites 
with our gallon door bin storage, 
edge to edge glass shelves and a  

3 tier freezer storage. FRFG1723AV

28.8 Cu. Ft. Standard-
Depth French Door 

Refrigerator  
Our freshness system is packed 

with technologies that keep food 
fresh and reduce food waste, such 
as our cooling system, advanced 
crispers, and our genuine air and 

water filtration. GRFN2853AF

20.0 Cu. Ft. Standard-
Depth French Door 

Refrigerator 
This Frigidaire Gallery 30" French 
Door refrigerator maintains the 

taste and texture of even your most 
delicate foods. . GRFN2023AF

20.3 Cu. Ft. Standard-
Depth Bottom Freezer 

Refrigerator 
Our freshness system is packed 

with technologies that keep food 
fresh and reduce food waste, such 
as our cooling system, advanced 
crispers, and our genuine air and 

water filtration. GRBN2012AF

18.3 Cu. Ft. Top Freezer 
Refrigerator 

Timeless style meets the latest 
in cooling technology, innovative 
storage solutions, and precision 

temperature control. FFTR1835VS

$999 $1799$1699

24" Built-In Dishwasher 
Offers triple the cleaning power 

giving your dishes a more effective 
clean with our three spray arms 

that achieve better water coverage. 
Plus, enjoy an enhanced dry with 

MaxDry™, which delivers better 
results reducing the need for towel 

drying. FDPH4316AS

$579

24" Stainless Steel Tub 
Built-In Dishwasher with 

CleanBoost™ 
CleanBoost™ Technology maximizes 

the power of your detergent by 
premixing water and detergent 

before it hits your dishes, helping 
remove hard-to-clean foods. 

GDSH4715AF

$899

24" Built-In Dishwasher 
Offers a more complete clean with 

the OrbitClean® Wash System 
with multi-directional spray 

patterns. Forget the hand towel 
with the MaxBoost™ Dry system. 

GDPP4515AF

$649

24" Stainless Steel Tub 
Built-In Dishwasher 

This quiet dishwasher (49 dBA) 
offers thorough cleaning with our 

BladeSpray®, which provides better 
water coverage compared to our 

traditional spray arm. FDSP4501AS

$749

24" Built-In Dishwasher 
This quiet dishwasher (52 dBA) also 
offers a sanitize option, adjustable 

racks to fit more dish sizes, and LED 
floor indicator light, a 34 minute 

quick wash. GDPH4515AF

$649

$1799 $2299

NEW



19.8 Cu. Ft. Chest Freezer 
Great for storing large or small items,  
this chest freezer features a removable 
basket, making it easy to grab what you 
need and stay organized. FFCL2042AW

13 Cu. Ft Upright Freezer 
The flexible interior organization system 
enables you to easily organize your family's 
frozen favorites with four adjustable, metallic 
wire shelves, deep bottom basket, and five 
spacious door bins. FFFU13F2VW

20.0 Cu. Ft. Upright Freezer 
This Frigidaire 15.5 cubic foot upright freezer 
includes a superior tight seal that locks in cold 
air, keeping food frozen for two days if there  
is a power outage. FFUE2024AN

16 Cu. Ft Upright Freezer 
The flexible interior organization system 
enables you to easily organize your family's 
frozen favorites with four adjustable,  
metallic wire shelves. FFFU16F2VV

PAIR PRICE $2499PAIR PRICE $2199PAIR PRICE $1999

$1049 $1150 $1299$950 $1049 $1200

$999 $849$1399 $1049

Front Load Perfect 
Steam™ Washer with 
LuxCare® Wash - 5.2 

Cu.Ft. I.E.C 
LuxCare® Wash and Perfect 

Steam™ technology to 
provide a thorough clean 
for clothing and fabrics.  

ELFW7437AW

Front Load Perfect 
Steam™ Electric Dryer 

with Instant Refresh  
– 8.0 Cu. Ft. 

The 18-Minute Fast Dry cycle 
allows you to quickly dry the 

items you need the most. 
ELFE743CAW

Front Load Perfect 
Steam™ Washer with 
LuxCare® Plus Wash  

- 5.2 Cu. Ft. I.E.C 
 The 15-Minute Fast Wash 
cycle allows you to quickly 
deep-clean the items you 

need the most. ELFW7537AW

Front Load Perfect Steam™ 
Electric Dryer with  

Predictive Dry™ and  
Instant Refresh – 8.0 Cu. Ft. 
LuxCare® Dry uses a moisture 

sensor to prevent over or under-
drying. ELFE753CAW

Front Load Perfect 
Steam™ Washer with 

LuxCare® Plus Wash - 5.2 
Cu. Ft. I.E.C 

Provides the most effective 
stain removal with 

SmartBoost® premixing 
technology.  ELFW7637AT

Front Load Perfect 
Steam™ Electric Dryer 

and Instant Refresh 
 – 8.0 Cu. Ft. 

LuxCare® Dry uses an 
advanced moisture sensor to 
prevent over or under-drying. 

ELFE763CAT

STORE HOURS:   MONDAY - FRIDAY 10 AM-5:00 PM   
SATURDAY: 10 AM-4:00 PM   SUNDAY - CLOSED


